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1 Context of the study
It is well known that soot particles have a toxicological
impact due to their ultrafine size and their content in
carcinogenic molecules (PAH). More recently, it has been
demonstrated that they have a strong influence on the
global warming [1]. Transmission Electron Microscopy
revealed the aggregated nature of these particles and their
fractal properties corresponding to a power law
relationship between the aggregate mass and its size.
The optical in-situ characterization of soot particles is very
promising for many applications. Indeed, measurement of
light extinction by soot particles is often considered as a
reliable way to determine the soot volume fraction. Laser
induced incandescence is widely used to measure soot
volume fraction in many applications. Furthermore,
angular light scattering allows to determine the particle
size or fractal dimension [2].

Due to the complex morphology of these particles and
the computation time needed for the evaluation of their
exact radiative properties, the optical measurements are
usually interpreted by the Rayleigh Debye Gans theory for
fractal aggregates (RDG-FA). This simple theory predicts
that light absorption is related to the number Np of
primary spheres in the aggregates (proportional to the
particle volume) and the light scattering to Np2. The
angular dependence of the scattered light is described by a
structure factor which depends on the particle size and
fractal dimension [3]. This theory appears to be reliable
given the experimental uncertainties [4]; however, several
important hypotheses are made including that radius of
the primary sphere has to be smaller than the wavelength
(Rayleigh regime), each primary spheres is supposed to be
exposed to the incident light source and multiple
scattering inside the aggregate is neglected.

2 Objectives of the study
Recently, we suggested to incorporate the multiple

scattering effects inside aggregates in the RDG-FA theory
by a phenomenological approach involving the scaling
approach (q-region) introduced by Sorensen [5]. By
comparing this approach with exact absorption and
scattering properties of 150 aggregates computed by the
discrete dipoles approximation (DDSCAT)[6] for 7
wavelengths (from 266 to 1064 nm), we  were able to
propose correction terms to the RDG-FA theory in order to
take into account the multiple scattering effects [7].

In the present study, the impact of inclusion of multiple
scattering effects on extinction spectra and angular
scattering measurements is presented.

3 Main results
The figure 1 presents the impact of the inclusion of the

multiple light scattering inside the aggregates on the
extinction spectra calculated in case of Diesel soot particles
[8]. It is shown that multiple scattering soften the
decreasing of the light extinction as a function of the
wavelength in the near UV spectrum. The multiple
scattering also reduces contribution of the total scattering
in the extinction coefficient.

Figure 1 Impact of aggregate internal multiple scattering on the
evaluation of the extinction spectra.

The impact of the multiple scattering on the angular
light scattering is presented in figure 2. The dash line
corresponds to the structure factor predicted by the RDG-
FA (whatever the wavelength) whereas continuous curves
takes into account multiple scattering for wavelengths 266,
532 and 1064 nm. We observe a moderated under
prediction of the RDG-FA at any scattering angles for
largest wavelengths whereas at lowest wavelengths
multiple scattering causes an important over prediction of
the RDG-FA. The slope of the power law regime for larger
scattering angles (or corresponding norm of the scattering
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vector q=4/sin(/2) can also deviate from the theoretical
value (equal to the opposite of the fractal dimension). This
indicates that fractal dimension determined by angular
scattering measurements at 266 nm can lead to an over
prediction of the fractal dimension by a factor higher than
8%.
Nevertheless, we observe that measurements performed at
532 nm reduce the impact of the multiple scattering.

Figure 2 Impact of aggregate internal multiple scattering on the
evaluation of angular light scattering signal

4 Conclusion
Correction terms of the RDG-FA theory were proposed

using a phenomenological model, to take into account the
multiple scattering inside the aggregates. They were
adjusted by a comparison with rigourous results obtained
by numerical computation using DDSCAT code.  The
influence of the multiple scattering on the extinction and
scattering coefficients, and on the scattering angular
distribution showed that this effect must be included for a
more accrurate use for experimental data inversion.
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